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The epilogue to this marvellous week of competition, the Grand Prix of Megève saw the 60 top performing 
horses and riders in the 2*CSI in the starting blocks, and was won by the amazing Jean Luc Mourier 
partnering his grey Captain Keen at the end of a sensational jump-off. Probably the most loyal of the loyal 
competitors here, the local rider, for whom this is always an excellent show, gave himself the victory that 
was lacking on his list of wins in front of a delighted crowd of spectators. A blaze of glory to end, which was 
a fitting way to celebrate the 10th edition and the 10th birthday of the Jumping International de Megève. 

In the Grand Prix of Megève, the grand finale of this week at Megève, course designer Gregory Bodo, who’ll be officiating 
in a few days time at the Tokyo Olympic Games alongside Santiago Varela, managed to keep the public on the edge of their 
seats right up to the last moment. He built a technical track with distances that gave a number of stride choices in this 
1.45m table A against the clock followed by a jump-off Grand Prix. The time allowed of 75 secs was also tight. It wasn’t 
until the 8th to go, Mélanie Cloarec partnering Fais Toi Belle du Seigneur that the first round without neither jumping nor 
time faults was secured. A course that required agility and a good tempo to get to the end of the 13 obstacles and 16 
jumping efforts, with the planks (n°9) and the double of white uprights along the edge of the ring (n°12) being particularly 
tough. 7 others jumped clear and qualified for the jump-off. Mélanie Cloarec, first to go in this second stage, gave a 
textbook demonstration and seemed to be impossible to beat with her 34.91 seconds on the clock. Olivier Perreau and 
Guillaume Batillat both succeeded in going faster, dropping the time to 33.73 and 34.12seconds respectively but each left 
a pole on the floor. Right to the end, her victory seemed assured but that was forgetting the tenacity of Jean-Luc Mourier 
and his rapidity in the ring. Giving it his all, the rider, with his 17yo Captain Keen,  kept his foot firmly on the accelerator, 
despite wobbling an upright. It was the winning bet as he crossed the finish line and stopped the clock at 34.76 seconds, 
taking the title in front of an enthralled public. “I managed to take out a stride between jumps 1 and 2 which gave me a slight 
lead, and luckily so, as I had a few problems to turn before the double and a lot of luck at the upright that followed.  After, I just 
went as fast as possible !” confided the rider. “I’m delighted to have won here, close to home, it’s always a great pleasure and even 
more so with Captain who just continues to give. And I was also able to share this victory with the family, it’s brilliant !”

 

Another champion was crowned in the Boan Immobilier Grand Prix, the final class of the 1*CSI which was contested over 
a 1.35m track. 12 obstacles and 15 jumping efforts to decide which of the 33  riders in contention would take the title. 
Among them, the winners of the two qualifying classes, Laura Abou in yesterday’s 1.35m and Marina Bich in Thursday’s 
1.30m were obviously favourites just like the Bost sisters, Kim et Margaux or the Mourier brothers, Vincent, Lucas and 
David, known for not lacking in audacity. Six rode perfect rounds making it through to the jump-off and after a frantic race 
it was Camille Causse from Lyon who secured success with Bayard la Goutelle. In 39.32 seconds, the pair finished with 
good lead in front of Daphné Ratzel/Game Over (42.65) followed by Margaux Bost/Elysée de Gravelotte (45.08). “ Bayard 
is a 10yo, he’s well trained, listens to me, does what he’s asked, I jumped the round successfully and without difficulty including the 
lines and strides I’d decided on. I was fourth to go in the jump-off which gave me the time to watch the first rider and glean a few 
bits of information. He’s really fast, it’s perhaps that which played in my favour” concluded the rider thrilled to have won at 
Megève  “The atmosphere, the setting, everything is exceptional ! It’s very different from what we’re used to, competing surrounded 
by mountains is just magnificent”

Earlier this morning, “God Save the Queen” was heard at Megève when Great Britain’s Chloe Aston took the Prix 
Montfort Communication, a 1.40m speed class in the 2*CSI. On great form, the rider who imposed herself recently over 
the same height at Knokke and at Monaco, was today piloting the nimble F Termie R12. In 66.17seconds, she stole the 
limelight from the Jumping’s ambassador Julien Gonin with his faithful Vipper du Lavoir who stopped the clock at 66.32. In 
the same second, Mélanie Cloarec, always just as fast, and this time at the commands of Chidame Z, completed her round 
in 66.41. Victorious in the Prix Formes et Utopie yesterday (1.35m), 3rd  in the Prix Millesime Grand Hotel du Soleil d’Or 
(1.45m) Friday, and 4th in the Prix BMW (1.40m) on Thursday, the Frenchwoman gave performance after performance at 
the Alpine international. 

It’s the success of an entire team !

“What a joy it is to see the public around the arena and to witness the fantastic victory of Jean Luc Mourier, what more 
could we ask for to celebrate the Jumping’s 10th birthday!” rejoiced Pascaline Freiher-Scharapan,  Chairwoman of the 
Jumping International of Megève following the final prize-giving ceremony. “We’re delighted, we’ve only had positive 
feedback, whether it be from the riders, our partners, exhibitors or the public. It was a real challenge to organise the 
jumping in the current context, with a very tight schedule. There were obstacles but we never gave up!  We’re lucky to be 
able to count upon an always present, close-knit team, and loyal partners like the town, the Departement or the Region 
but also the Grand Hôtel du Soleil d’Or, the Fermes de Marie or BMW. Despite the health pass being introduced we had 
a large number of spectators, it’s important to show others that we must continue, move forwards. Indeed, we often left 
our comfort zone to successfully complete this event, we had to adapt, make changes but the result was achieved. We’re 
off again for the next 10 years!”

PRESS INFORMATION :
Photos of the event click here
Results click here
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